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The DITContentRule is defined as:

DITContentRule  ::=  SEQUENCE  {
structuralObjectClass OBJECT-CLASS.&id,
auxiliaries SET OF OBJECT-CLASS.&id OPTIONAL,
mandatory    [1] SET OF ATTRIBUTE.&id OPTIONAL,
optional [2] SET OF ATTRIBUTE.&id OPTIONAL,
precluded [3] SET OF ATTRIBUTE.&id OPTIONAL }

This data types refers to OIDs for object classes and attribute types as it should, as it is potentially, and
actually is, transferred in the protocol. However, the CONTENT-RULE information object class is defined
as:



CONTENT-RULE  ::=  CLASS {
&structuralClass   OBJECT-CLASS.&id UNIQUE,
&Auxiliaries OBJECT-CLASS OPTIONAL,
&Mandatory ATTRIBUTE  OPTIONAL,
&Optional ATTRIBUTE  OPTIONAL,
&Precluded  ATTRIBUTE  OPTIONAL }

WITH SYNTAX {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT-CLASS &structuralClass
[ AUXILIARY OBJECT-CLASSES &Auxiliaries ]
[ MUST CONTAIN   &Mandatory ]
[ MAY CONTAIN &Optional ]
[ MUST-NOT CONTAIN &Precluded ] }

As it is seen, this information object class refers to the object references, except for the &structuralClass
field. This was probably not the intention. Annex I.4 has some example of the use of the CONTENT-
RULE information object class. One example is:

organizationalUnitRule  CONTENT-RULE  ::=  {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS organizationalUnit
MAY CONTAIN { organizationalTelephoneNumber } }

This should according the rule have been:

organizationalUnitRule  CONTENT-RULE  ::=  {
STRUCTURAL OBJECT CLASS id-oc-organizationalUnit
MAY CONTAIN { organizationalTelephoneNumber } }

However, it is not very logical that the structural object class should be referred to by OID while the other
references, e.g. to auxiliary object classes is by object references (labels).

11.     Solution Proposed by the Source   :  (optional)

In 12.7.2 and in Annex A, change in the CONTENT-RULE information object class from:

&structuralClass   OBJECT-CLASS.&id UNIQUE,

to:

&structuralClass   OBJECT-CLASS UNIQUE,
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